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BYBORRE launches Edition8™, pushing how
raw materials can be used to create conscious
textiles.

This Friday 26th of March marks the release of the first of items out of

BYBORRE’s latest ‘Mono Edition’, showcasing its approach to conscious creating,

as its design team used the textile design platform Create™ the brand offers to

creators worldwide. Conceived precisely a year back, the halting of the world

prompted BYBORRE to reinforce what they had already been questioning and to

take their stand in streamlining textile design, production processes and their

outcomes. The resulting textiles and products follow a design brief which

highlights mono ingredient yarn usage, prolonging of product lifespans and post

use impact. 

The items for this Edition consists of trusted BYBORRE Fundamentals such as the signature

Tapered Cropped Pants, Loose Hoodie and Weightmap Sweater. Next to these updated staples,

Edition8™ introduces an all new knit type. The O2L™ is an open-interlock 2 layered structure

that has a mesh-like texture on both the front and back layers of the textile, which connect and

lock into each other, especially engineered by our knitlab team to create a performing,

breathable material which can adapt artworks and graphical elements through its physical

structure. 

Overall, Edition8™ follows a toned down, yet sophisticated approach to the use of BYBORRE’s

textiles. The introduction of an all new tailored suit, holistically executed in its engineered

knits, demonstrates the applicability of the brands textile technology for luxurious categories,

whilst providing the comfort and performance expected of BYBORRE engineered textiles.

Further following this line of clean, archetypal garments of sophistication, the brand

demonstrates how its knitted textiles work together with shirting, as the brand had a custom

woven textile made in Portugal, incorporating this in its Overshirt and Weight Map Cardigan. 
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In the recurring Gore-Tex capsule, items such as the Field Jacket, Weightmap Cropped Pants

make their return and introduces new items such as a light weight Cardigan, further defining

the brands new codes of comfort as BYBORRE strategically combines Gore’s water repellant

Infinium™ textiles with their soft and breathable product technologies where they allow for

optimum breathability and range of movement. 

Furthermore, a dedicated Woolmark capsule executes trusted BYBORRE styles in wool,

showcasing the surprising possibilities of the material for warmer climates. As the textile

innovation studio utilises the inherent qualities of natural fibres by blending of yarns and textile

textures, its design and knit engineering team has established breathability and temperature

regulation in luxurious products. By incorporating BYBORRE’s True Color™ concept, the

impact of yarn dyeing processes was eliminated creating natural color tones of several luxurious

wool types such as yack, camel and merino sheep. 

The first items of the collection have been launched on shop.byborre.com, and are set to release

with global BYBORRE retailers in the coming weeks.
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ABOUT BYBORRE

About Byborre 

BYBORRE is an Amsterdam based textile innovation studio working on the frontiers of material development,
functionality and aesthetics through engineered knits. The BYBORRE studio is committed to true textile
innovation and rethinking all stages of the garment-creation process, from design to manufacturing. BYBORRE
serves both as a material development and production hub, a design studio and, overall, a platform for
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questioning how fashions of the future can be more responsible, providing a better, sustainable product to
people worldwide.

BYBORRE allows brands to custom engineer meaningful and sustainable textiles. The mission is to change the
game of textiles from a sourcing driven industry to a design and innovation game, while reducing the negative
footprint. By giving professional creators full control over all textile variables (function, feel, aesthetics and
footprint) simultaneously in one place, they can create superior products that consumers and our planet need.
Without being discouraged by the hassles of a complicated supply chain with lots of legacy, designers can
configure samples instantly, and have them produced at scale in Amsterdam or locally. 
Brands like Adidas, Descente, Rapha, Eastpak, GORE-TEX, BMW use the BYBORRE textiles today.

The BYBORRE label, BYBORRE’s in-house brand, is the perfect means for showcasing the studio’s advances.
It is, in a way, the first client of the BYBORRE textile studio. It is an essential aspect of the broader BYBORRE
project – in other words, it’s part of something bigger.  

The BYBORRE label is the final step in proving the potential for uniting the manufacturing process under one
roof to prevent waste and promote responsible design. The label serves as a forecast for the wider industry – a
means of highlighting what could and should be possible with BYBORRE textiles. It provides suggestions for
ideas, shapes, products and finishes to come. It is a playground for refining the BYBORRE ideology – a hub of
imagination where all textiles are building blocks and research and development can be pushed to the final
point.  
±40 premium boutiques around the world sell the label, including stores such as Browns in London, Isetan in
Tokyo, and Snowpeak in NY.

byborre.com

 

About Borre Akkersdijk 

Borre Akkersdijk is a Dutch textile designer and the co-founder and creative director of textile innovation studio
BYBORRE. Born in Wamel, the Netherlands, Akkersdijk took fashion design courses at the Fashion Institute of
Technology in NYC and graduated from the Design Academy Eindhoven in 2009 while also working at Paris-
based design and trend consultancy Studio Edelkoort. He started what became the foundation of BYBORRE in
October 2010, initially consulting for brands such as Nike and Louis Vuitton before deciding to focus solely on
the development of his now signature 3D knitted fabrics. In 2012, he was awarded Young Designer of the Year
at the Dutch Design Awards. Research into the future of fashion and integrated technology resulted in
presentations at South by Southwest, Bejing Designweek and Salone del Mobile Milano and publications in
Wired magazine and Fast Company Magazine.

Since then Akkersdijk has worked on building a studio filled with machines and a team of specialists from all
corners of the textile industry to grow BYBORRE into what it is today.
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